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Electronics & Data Acquisition (WP3)

KLauS: Charge Readout Chip
[Kanäle für Ladungsauslese von SiPMs]

	 AMS 350 nm CMOS technology 
	 SPI interface; tunable bias DAC 
	 High signal/noise ratio [>10, 40 fC signal charge]; 
	 Fast trigger available [pixel signal jitter < 1ns]; 
	 Large dynamic range up to 150pC
 Klaus 2.0: Power pulsing; 12 channels ...
 First characterization done; functions as expected
	 [Version 3: to be part of SPIROC III]
	 [S. Callier et. al, IEEE NSS/MIC, 2009; 0.1109/NSSMIC.2009.5401891]

STiC: SiPM Timing Chip 
[Fast Discrimination for ToF]

	 STiC 1.0: AMS 350 nm CMOS , 4 channels; 
 Leading edge & Constant fraction trigger;  
 Tunable bias DAC ~ 1 V; power < 10mW/ch 
	 Pixel jitter ~300 ps, time of flight capability 
 STiC 2.0: UMC 180 nm 
 Differential design to explore timing limits ...
	 Goal: Single pixel time resolution < 100 ps.
	 [EndoToFPET-US project: STiC 2.0 + TDC ...]
  W. Shen et. al, IEEE NSS/MIC, 2009; 10.1109/NSSMIC.2009.5401693 
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STiC Version 2.0
[EndoTofPET US; external PET plate]

 High precision timing measurement
 Leading edge trigger
 ToT energy measurement
 Technology: UMC 180 nm
 16 channels; integrated TDC
	 Full digital output

Review: June 20th

Submission: End of July

STiC 2.0 Status:
Chip and test board available ...

First tests performed last week 
Investigations ongoing ...



DRAFT

and pulse shape. These parameters can be determined141

from basic characterisation measurements which will142

be briefly described in this section. A detailed descrip-143

tion of most of the characterisation measurements can144

be found in [3]. The characterisation was done for a145

Hamamatsu MPPC2 S10362-11-100C with 100 pixels146

at an over voltage of 0.5 V and 1.0 V corresponding to a147

low and high noise level.148

3.1. I-V Curve149

The I–V curve is measured by applying a small for-150

ward bias voltage and measuring the corresponding cur-151

rent flowing through the device (see figure 1). The152

quench resistance Rquench can be determined by a linear153

fit using the following equation:154

R = Rquench/Npixels + ROC = 96 ± 3 k⌦ (5)
where ROC is a serial resistance in the operation cir-155

cuit. This yields an indirect measurement of the pixel156

recovery time using equation 4 and a pixel capacitance157

of Cpixel = 400±1 fF which was be determined from the158

gain – voltage dependence (see section 3.2) This results159

in a recovery time of ⌧recovery = 38.4 ± 1.2 ns which is160

comparable to the value of s 33 ns presented in a study161

[4] based on a waveform analysis.162
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Figure 1: IV–Curve: The quench resistance can be determined from a
linear fit.

3.2. Charge Spectrum163

The charge spectrum is one of the most important164

tools for the characterisation of SiPMs, since it provides165

information about a multitude of parameters. It can be166

acquired by illuminating the sensor with a short ns light167

pulse and integrating the signal charge within a certain168

time window using a QDC3 . A typical charge spectrum169
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Figure 2: Charge spectrum of a SiPM.

for low light levels (single pixel spectrum) as displayed170

in figure 2 shows several peaks which correspond to a171

certain number of fired pixel or ”photo-electron equiv-172

alents” (pe). All events with no pixel signals are con-173

tained in the first peak (pedestal), the second peak (1 pe)174

contains all events with one pixel firing, and so on. The175

gain is defined by the charge which is produced by a176

single avalanche and hence is given by the charge dif-177

ference between two peaks. The voltage dependence of178

the gain described by equation 1 can be used to deter-179

mine the pixel capacitance and breakdown voltage.180

The mean number of fired pixels Nf ire can be calculated181

from the mean value of the charge spectrum:182

Nf ire = (Q � Qped)/G (6)

with Q denoting the mean value of the charge spec-183

trum and Qped denoting the pedestal value. However,184

this number di↵ers from the mean number of detected185

photons Npe since cross-talk and after-pulses can trig-186

ger additional avalanches. Assuming a Poisson distri-187

bution P(n,Npe) of the number of incident photons (and188

therefore the number of detected photons) Npe can be189

calculated from the number of pedestal events (n = 0)190

which are not a↵ected by correlated noise:191

P(0,Npe) = e�Npe

! Npe = �ln(P(0,Npe)) = �ln(
Nped

Ntot
) + cDR

(7)

where Ntot is the total number of recorded events and192

Nped is the number of pedestal events. cDR is a correc-193

tion factor taking into account the dark-rate event which194

reduce the number of pedestal events. This correction195

factor can be determined from a charge spectrum of the196

dark-rate: cDR = ln(NDR
ped/N

DR
tot ).197
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Detector Integration & Prototyping (WP4)

HD Activities:
 Simulation of Scintillator/SiPM-Systems
 Characterization of Scintillator/SiPM-Systems
 SiPM-Characterization
 EndoToFPET detector integration & prototyping
 [with DESY/Hamburg]

Infrastructure:
 SiPM Test Laboratory
 Pulsed Laser System
 2-arm PET-Prototype [@ DESY]

SiPM
 Sim

ulation


